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Squarespace templates for portfolios
With the new decade comes new motivation to step up and apply for that dream job. A smart tactic is to back up your application with a striking online portfolio. Luckily for us, starting at just $12/month, Squarespace has dozens of beautifully pre-designed portfolio templates to start building yourself. No short, no quoting, no encounters with freelancers. Just
simply drag-n-drop edit your projects. In this round-up I have put together 10 Squarespace Portfolio Templates that are perfect to create an online presence and strengthen your next application. One Page Love Exclusive CouponOPL10Yay! Squarespace has been kind enough to buy One Page Love readers the exclusive coupon OPL10 for 10% off your first
website or domain. (There's a 14-day free trial without a credit card, so you'll try risk-free.) Please note that this article is based on the Squarespace 7.0 platform. The new Squarespace 7.1 platform has an improved user interface, so the screenshots may differ, but most of the content is still relevant. Squarespace 7.1 offers a much more flexible way to build
websites, no matter which template you start with. Squarespace 7.1 templates also support all features and style options, including an unlimited number of page sections. Learn more about Squarespace 7.1 Review Index: Tepito – personal intro, case studies Pazari – category-focused Otto – CV-style, minimal Novo – even grid, case studies Suhama – CV
style, minimal Nevins – 3 column grid, large image projects Utica – modern, large intro image Elliott – horizontal scroll images Matsuya – Pinterest-style grid, pop-up gallery Nolan – dark-scheme, case-studies 1. Tepito (personal intro, case studies) Tepito is a portfolio template with fancy loading case studies. The home page has a strong introduction image,
in addition to bio, recent projects and the current location. While project pages feature a large hero background image, followed by scattered images that transition in as you scroll. Tepito Template - Home Tepito Template - Portfolio page Quick Tip! Choose your template based on design, not functionality. If you don't see the design you see but the pages or
features you need? No problem, you can add one of squarespace's core features to one of their templates. Pazari is a portfolio template that divides your work into categories. Features include a home category breakdown, each a link to beautiful long scrolling image galleries. Pazari Template - Pazari Template Home - Portfolio page 3. Otto (CV style,
minimal) Otto is a One Page portfolio template with a CV-style layout. Features include introduction image, biography, project image slider and any additional information needed. Otto Template - Home 4. Novo (even grid, case studies) Novo is a portfolio template focused on big image case studies. Novo has an even home page home page grid while the
project pages feature pretty large images with lazy-load functionality (allowing an ornate browsing experience of projects with 10+ images). Squarespace Novo Template Squarespace Novo Template - Portfolio pages 5. Suhama (CV style, minimal) Suhama is a One Page portfolio template with a CV-style layout. Features include a minimal text-only layout
with a confident list of client names in large typography following by contact information. Suhama Template - Home 6. Nevins (3 column grid, big image projects) Nevins is portfolio template with a clean presentation of projects. The home page contains a project grid of 3 columns, each linked to a minimal project page with intro text, followed by a full-width
image gallery across the long width. Nevins Template - Home Nevins Template - Portfolio page 7. Utica (modern, large intro image) Utica is a portfolio template with a modern look. The home page contains a large introductory image, followed by recent projects. Project pages feature a good white space with project title in the upper left, overview on the right
and large image gallery below. Utica Template - Utica Template Home - Portfolio page 8. Elliott (horizontal scroll images) Elliott is a portfolio template with a horizontal image slider. Features include a unique horizontal slider of large images. You will notice that this design is suitable for portrait-orientation images really well within the slider. At the top of the
page is a numbered navigation to view other project galleries. Elliott Template - Home 9. Matsuya (Pinterest-style, pop-up gallery) Matsuya is a One Page portfolio template with a pop-up image gallery. Features include a Pinterest-style grid of images, each launching a pop-up gallery image slideshow browsable via side arrows or keyboard controls. Matsuya
Template - Home Matsuya Template - Portfolio page 10. Nolan (dark-twilightd, case-studies) Nolan is a dark-schemed portfolio template with full-width case studies. The home page contains a large intro image of you or your team, followed by customer logos and a recommended project. Project pages start with the summary text, followed by a beautiful fullwidth image gallery. Nolan Template - Nolan Template Home - Portfolio Page FAQ: What are the benefits of using Squarespace? Squarespace is a leading online website builder. What sets them apart from the rest is their superior level of design and customer support. They have a huge support team and are available 24/7. Other Important Benefits Include:
No Website Hosting Required - Their is fast and secure Online Content Management - all edits are done within your browser, no software required Easy drag and drop images - unlimited galleries with unlimited bandwidth Free domain name - when registering for your first website, if you pay annually (renews at standard rate) Beautifully responsive - all
templates work for all devices, so you only have only design your website once. Test and see how your website appears on a series of screen sizes. Blog sections – can be easily added to start sharing your travel Commerce Solutions – are an upgrade away if you want to start selling products Email marketing – collect email addresses, send marketing
emails and analyze the reader email activity That's a wrap! Don't forget your 10% Discount coupon: OPL10 OPL10 I hope you enjoyed this round-up of templates to launch your new portfolio. Props to Squarespace for creating a platform where we can easily create beautiful websites. If you missed it I wrote a tutorial last month on How to make your first
Squarespace website in less than 5 minutes. Lots of love,Rob Twitter: @robhope LinkedIn: @robhope Email: [email protected] Portfolio templates are a shortcut to creating a striking portfolio. And portfolios are of course an essential self-promotion tool for any freelance designer or creative. They are a shop window to show off your work, as well as yourself and you have to get it right. A professional-looking layout is a must. If front-end web design is one of your skills, then you need to practice what you preach and create something tailored. But for illustrators, graphic designers, artists, 3D designers and photographers, there are a wide range of ready-made portfolio templates and website themes to choose
from, which can be adapted into an original design with little - or no - CSS tinkering. Read on for our pick of some of the best portfolio templates to choose from, covering five of the most popular portfolio website platforms. For more inspiration in the portfolio, see some of our favorite design portfolios.01. Adobe Portfolio: ThomasHero graphics make your work
shine (Image credit: everybodydayhappy)One of a nice selection of portfolio website themes for Adobe Portfolio, this popular portfolio template, Thomas, really makes your work shine. The minimal layout is ideal for presenting your work as a great hero image reveals more information and//images about a project when clicked. Since Adobe Portfolio is
bundled with Creative Cloud, existing subscribers may find this option attractive. And judging by the range of examples on the Adobe Portfolio website, there are plenty of creatives using templates like Thomas to brilliant effect.02. Squarespace: Flatiron The Flatiron template lets your images sing flatiron is a Squarespace template with a particularly striking
gallery view, which locks images of different aspect ratios into a visually appealing grid. The site navigation is simple and unobtrusive on the left side of the page, in order to that your work is the star of the show.03. WordPress: Making HeliumU an online store with Helium As a platform, WordPress offers you a lot of versatility when it comes to customization especially if you have some coding Helium is a strong choice for a portfolio template, as it is much richer in features than many of the other examples in this list. The theme costs $48 for a regular license. It includes a built-in blog, as well as the option to add a fully functional online store if you want to, and the support is excellent. If you know you want a
WordPress theme, check out these other WordPress portfolio examples as well.04. Cargo Collective: Malken-HillShow your work with this minimalist template (Image credit: Cargo Collective)Cargo Collective has several templates on offer, but we love the clean simplicity of Malken-Hill. It allows you to show off your work or ware on a bright white background,
with the option to click through for more information or images. A simple navigation bar at the top adds to the sparse feeling. Less is indeed more.05. Wix: 3D designer portfolioGo full-screen with this portfolio template (Image credit: Alex Kaminski)We just love the style of this portfolio template for 3D designers of Wix. It can be demonstrably used to present
the work of any creative, but is particularly suitable for moving images. With Parallax scrolling, you can show your top two or three images by making them full screen-filling, and users can then scroll down to see more examples of your work in grid format. This is a clean template that has everything you need. 06. Adobe Portfolio: MartaThis template can be
customized in many different ways (Image credit: Marta Veludo)This stylish theme for Adobe Portfolio, Marta, comes courtesy of Amsterdam-based art director Marta Veludo.De fixed navigation can change color when you scroll and keep your core details visible as visitors browse the site. Your logo is centered, with navigation options on the left - and the
entire site is built on a responsive grid with fixed gutters. It's a slick, colorful and eye-catching option for any creative.07. Squarespace: YorkYork portfolio template for Squarespace Created specifically with designers in mind, the York template for Squarespace is refreshingly minimal compared to more miniature-guided approaches. The main area above the
fold is reserved for a large, snappy introductory instruction, while large project images are full width or half width. It's a simple portfolio template that exudes confidence and you need the work to support it. It's all about choosing a handful of killer projects and making them shine.08. Wordpress: Throne Throne portfolio template for Wordpress Another ultraversatile Wordpress template, Throne is just as suitable for a creative as it is for a full-fledged design studio. It is particularly suitable for people with a deep and broad portfolio in multiple disciplines, because navigation filters your work by category. It will set you back $39 - but it's equipped with plenty of widgets, icons, fonts, CSS3 animations, video support
and and a wide range of page layout options.09. Wix: Emma Brewer This is a stylish portfolio theme (Image credit: Emma Brewer)Many of the portfolio templates available for the Wix platform are quite versatile in terms of end use, but there is usually a suggested discipline that each would best fit. This Emma Brewer theme, which is being piped by art
directors and graphic designers, features large half-page miniatures on the homepage, which click through to expansive project galleries. Each has a killer screen-filling hero image at the top, a paragraph of info, and a selection of secondary images below – an ideal way to show branding and design projects with multiple touchpoints. Related articles: articles:
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